Processing non-adjacent dependencies is considered to be one of the hallmarks of human language. Assuming that sequence-learning tasks provide a useful way to tap natural-language-processing mechanisms, we cross-modally combined serial reaction time and artificial-grammar learning paradigms to investigate the processing of multiple nested (A 1 A 2 A 3 B 3 B 2 B 1 ) and crossed dependencies (A 1 A 2 A 3 B 1 B 2 B 3 ), containing either three or two dependencies. Both reaction times and prediction errors highlighted problems with processing the middle dependency in nested structures (A 1 A 2 A 3 B 3 _B 1 ), reminiscent of the 'missing-verb effect' observed in English and French, but not with crossed structures (A 1 A 2 A 3 B 1 _B 3 ). Prior linguistic experience did not play a major role: native speakers of German and Dutch-which permit nested and crossed dependencies, respectively-showed a similar pattern of results for sequences with three dependencies. As for sequences with two dependencies, reaction times and prediction errors were similar for both nested and crossed dependencies. The results suggest that constraints on the processing of multiple non-adjacent dependencies are determined by the specific ordering of the non-adjacent dependencies (i.e. nested or crossed), as well as the number of non-adjacent dependencies to be resolved (i.e. two or three). Furthermore, these constraints may not be specific to language but instead derive from limitations on structured sequence learning.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The natural-language phenomenon of recursion and its potential underlying processing mechanisms have attracted great interest from scholars of different fields, including psycholinguistics, biology, computer science and cognitive neuroscience. Most research so far has focused on sequence-learning tasks, assuming that they share cognitive mechanisms with language processing. The focus in the past decade was to determine whether such tasks could capture processing differences between specific language structures, often with their processing complexity defined in terms of the Chomsky hierarchy [1] . In the current paper, we identify two different sources of processing complexity, and we propose that processing differences are intrinsically tied to (i) the memory resources required and (ii) relevant processing experience [2] . We will empirically investigate this claim by focusing on non-adjacent dependency processing.
(a) Non-adjacency in language Recursion has been suggested to be a hallmark of human language (cf. [3] ). Recursion is an operation that permits a finite set of rules to generate an infinite number of expressions. In this paper, we concentrate on bounded recursive structures involving multiple overlapping non-adjacent dependencies. Their existence has been suggested by generative linguists to be one of the major challenges for empirically based approaches to language [4] , as they may point to the limits of human language processing.
Non-adjacent dependencies are dependencies between elements that are not contiguous. For instance, in the sentence The dog that scared the cat ran away, we need to link the dog to ran away, a verb phrase further down the sentence. Non-adjacency can be expressed in several ways across languages. One instantiation of non-adjacency involves nested dependencies, with dependencies nested within one another, exemplified in the structure A 1 A 2 A 3 B 3 B 2 B 1 , where element A i needs to be linked to element B i . Another instantiation involves crossed dependencies, where the dependencies between elements cross each other, exemplified in the structure A 1 A 2 A 3 B 1 B 2 B 3 . These types of non-adjacency are depicted in figure 1, demonstrating that nonadjacent dependencies are expressed differentially across languages, in this case German and Dutch, which are otherwise closely related.
Theoretically, an infinite number of embeddings can be added; however, since we are constrained by finite brains, sentences with three or more dependencies are notoriously hard to understand [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . An interesting demonstration comes from Gibson & Thomas [10] , who investigated the role of memory limitations on processing sentences that contained three nested dependencies. They observed that speakers of English would rate the grammatical sentence in 1a no better that its ungrammatical counterpart in 1b, which is missing the middle verb phrase: -1a. The apartment that the maid who the service had sent over was cleaning every week was well decorated. -1b. The apartment that the maid who the service had sent over was well decorated.
This missing-verb effect ( [10] ; figure 2) is likely related to real-time memory overload as the language system needs to keep track of too many unresolved dependencies [10] . Apparently, resolving three non-adjacent dependencies puts too much load on available memory. As a consequence, our memory system does not retain certain parts of the sentence (cf. the 'syntactic prediction memory cost' account, [10] ), and a missing verb is not missed.
(b) Processing consequences of differences between languages The missing-verb effect has been replicated in several languages such as French [11] and English, with both online and offline grammaticality judgement tasks and with control for sentence length and semantic plausibility [12] . Interestingly, a recent study by Vasishth et al. [13] suggests that Germans are less sensitive to this effect. Using two online measures (self-paced reading and eye-tracking), they found that Germans were sensitive to the ungrammaticality of sentences such as 1b, whereas English participants were not. The authors surmised that this might be due to prior experience with verb-final sentences, which are common in German and require keeping track of dependency relations over a relatively long distance (see also Hurford [14] , for an observation that German students have less difficulties with nested dependencies than English students). The absence of the missing-verb effect may thus have been caused by adaptation to the specific grammatical properties of German, and therefore German speakers may maintain predictions about upcoming sentence parts more robustly than English speakers. This is consistent with the proposal that working-memory constraints can be shaped by prior linguistic experience [12, 15] . Moreover, several natural-language studies support the importance of prior experience for the processing of multiple overlapping dependencies. For instance, a training study by Roth [16] showed that experience with non-adjacent dependencies is the key factor in preschoolers' comprehension of such structures (and not cognitive development). Also, specific experience through education affects the ability to comprehend sentences containing different types of non-adjacency [17] , possibly due to differential exposure both in terms of quantity and complexity of the linguistic material [12] .
As for cross-linguistic data, it has been found that nested non-adjacent dependencies are more easily processed in Spanish than in English [18] , and that there are substantial differences in perceived processing difficulty for the exact same types of non-adjacency in English, German, Japanese and Persian [19] .
Could it be the case that the multiple nested and crossed dependencies are processed differently, depending on their prevalence in the language that one has been exposed to? For example, it has been claimed that some languages lack recursion altogether [20] -though see [21, 22] , and [14] for further discussion on these issues. The observed linguistic diversity suggests that language processing is not identical in all humans, but perhaps rather depends on the memory constraints that are shaped by, among other things, linguistic experience. As illustrated in figure 1 , non-adjacent dependencies are expressed differently in German (where nested dependencies are more common) and Dutch (where crossed dependencies are more common), such that speakers of both languages have different linguistic experience. This may lead to cross-linguistic differences in processing nested and crossed dependencies. The aim of the current paper is, among other things, to investigate if a sequence-learning paradigm can produce an analogue to the missing-verb effect, assessed in both German and Dutch participants. Given the prevalent crossed-dependency structure of their language, Dutch participants should be more susceptible to our missing-verb-effect analogue than Germans.
(c) Processing differences between nested and crossed dependencies Another source of processing differences may relate to the nested and crossed dependencies themselves, which differ qualitatively as a function of their inherent complexity. A seminal psycholinguistic study by Bach et al. [5] directly investigated the effect of complexity differences between nested and crossed dependencies on natural-language processing. Native German speakers provided comprehensibility ratings of German sentences containing nested dependencies, and native Dutch speakers rated Dutch sentences containing crossed dependencies (see the examples of figure 1 ). The results indicated that crossed dependencies are easier to process than nested, but only when the sentences contained more than two dependencies. This pattern of results was replicated by Christiansen & MacDonald [12] , who modelled the relative difficulty of nested versus crossed dependencies by training a simple recurrent network (SRN) [23] on sentences that included such dependencies. Their SRNs exhibited the same processing difficulties found in humans: crossed dependencies were easier to process, but only in the case of three dependencies, not of two (see also [24] for similar results).
A possible explanation as to why crossed dependencies are found easier to process than nested ones is offered by the Syntactic Prediction Locality Theory (SPLT) [25] . The SPLT associates different memory costs with different incomplete non-adjacent dependencies, primarily in proportion to the distance since the incomplete dependency was first encountered. Indeed, it has been shown that it is harder to retain items in short-term memory as more interfering items are processed (cf. [25] ). Thus, according to SPLT, nested dependencies involve higher maximal complexity than crossed ones. The longest dependency is established earlier in crossed-dependency structures than in nested dependencies, resulting in lower overall complexity for crossed dependencies. As a purely memory-based account, however, SPLT cannot provide a complete explanation of the processing of non-adjacent dependencies because it does not capture the earlier-noted effects of experience and differences in the processing difficulty associated with the same linguistic structure across different languages.
In an extensive review, De Vries et al. [2] put forward an empirically based view on processing complexity, stressing the importance of this distinction between sentences with two (or less) and three (or more) dependencies. Thus, the processing benefit of crossed dependencies becomes relevant only when the number of to-be-resolved dependencies exceeds two. In sum, two important determinants of processing complexity are (i) the order of the non-adjacent dependencies (nested or crossed) and (ii) the number of the non-adjacent dependencies that need to be resolved simultaneously (two or three). Figure 3 provides a schematic of the different processing complexity levels [2] .
Our current study implements an analogue of the missing-verb effect in a sequence-learning paradigm. We predict that there will be no 'missing-verb' effect when crossed dependencies have to be formed. Indeed, assuming that the missing-verb effect is caused by memory (over)load and that crossed dependencies are easier to process than nested, situations where crossed dependencies have to be established should be less prone to the missing-verb effect. This should be different for nested dependencies with more than two dependencies.
(d) Goal of the current study To summarize, on the basis of the assumptions that processing differences stem from (i) memory load, such that crossed dependencies are easier to process than nested, but only when the number of dependencies exceeds two, and (ii) processing experience, such that experience with a specific type of non-adjacency benefits the processing of structures similar to that specific non-adjacency type, we advance the following predictions with respect to the missing-verb-effect analogue:
-the missing-verb effect is specific to nested dependencies, and will be less strong or absent in crossed dependencies; -the missing-verb effect in nested-dependency situations is specific to native speakers of Dutch, as Germans may benefit from their prior experience with nested dependencies; and -the missing-verb effect is absent in cases of two nested or crossed dependencies, and no differences will be observed between them, for both German and Dutch participants.
MEASURING PROCESSING DIFFERENCES WITH SEQUENCE-LEARNING TASKS
Language processing crucially involves the extraction of regularities from highly complex sequential input, as the relations between units such as words, syllables and morphemes adhere to structural characteristics typical of language [26] . This may point to a clear similarity between sequence learning and language, as both involve the extraction and processing of discrete elements occurring in complex structured sequences [27] . Different sequence-learning paradigms such as serial reaction time (SRT) [28] and artificial-grammar learning (AGL) [29] all have in common that they involve extracting sequence regularities (for a review see, [30] ). In the SRT paradigm, participants typically have to respond to each element in a fixed, repeating sequence. The reaction times of these responses are measured. As training progresses, participants begin to anticipate upcoming elements, resulting in decreased reaction times. When participants are then presented with a randomly ordered sequence, reaction times increase again. In contrast, AGL is a paradigm that usually involves training on a set of symbol sequences generated by a set of rules. After a training phase, participants are asked to decide for a set of novel sequences if they are 'grammatical', i.e. following the same set of rules as the training sequences. The AGL paradigm has been used to assess the neural correlates of sequence learning, by means of functional neuroimaging (e.g. [31] [32] [33] ; for an overview, see [34] ), brain stimulation [35, 36] and special populations such as individuals with Parkinson's disease [37, 38] , autism spectrum disorders [39] , agrammatic aphasia [40] and dyslexia (e.g. [41, 42] ; for a review, see [43] ). These studies have pointed to a general involvement of frontal-striatalcerebellar circuits [44, 45] that are also involved in the acquisition of grammatical regularities [45] . This suggests that such sequence-learning tasks are useful to investigate natural-language processing [34] . Sequence-learning tasks are often used to investigate the learning of non-adjacent dependencies, which are assumed to be harder to learn than adjacent dependencies [46] [47] [48] . Gomez [49] showed that the relative variability of the intervening material in sequences such as AXB, where X denotes the intervening material and A needs to be linked to B, determines the degree to which non-adjacent dependencies are learned, both in adults and in infants. When X is varied to a large degree, the dependency between A and B stands out, which benefits learning. Moreover, Newport & Aslin [47] and Onnis et al. [50] found that the similarity adjacent dependencies all non-adjacent dependencies: < -2 crossed non-adjacent dependencies: > -3 nested non-adjacent dependencies: > -3 Figure 3 . A schematic of the suggested levels of processing complexity-see also [2] . Each level of the hierarchy denotes a decisive factor that adds to processing complexity. Thus, it is not the case that three nested dependencies are harder to process than, say, six crossed dependencies. Instead, this figure emphasizes that the presence of more than two dependencies is a sine qua non condition for measurable differences in processing complexity between nested and crossed dependencies.
between A and B items may further facilitate the learning of non-adjacent dependencies. Thus, the learning of non-adjacent dependencies is possible, but under more restrictive conditions than for adjacent dependencies [51] . In a recent study, Misyak et al. [52] used a combined SRT-AGL paradigm, where participants were presented with a grid on a computer screen with six non-sense words. They would then hear a sequence of three non-sense words (following the AXB rule), and their task was to click as fast as possible on each of the corresponding non-sense words on the screen. The results demonstrated that individual differences in learning non-adjacent dependencies strongly correlate with the processing of natural-language sentences containing complex non-adjacent dependencies in the form of nested relative clauses. This again suggests a strong link between sequence-learning tasks and natural-language processing (for a review, see [53] ).
The combined SRT-AGL task combines the strengths of both SRT and AGL paradigms: the SRT paradigm uses reaction times as the dependent variable, which makes it possible to study the exact nature of the learning trajectory of non-adjacent dependencies, and as such may be more informative than standard AGL tasks. The benefits of AGL, compared with SRT, are the language-like nature of the sequences, the smaller number of training exemplars and the greater transparency compared to naturallanguage structure [52] . In the current study, we implemented a combined SRT-AGL task, assessing both nested and crossed-dependency structures, containing two or three dependencies.
METHODS (a) Participants
A total of 136 participants were included, 68 native speakers of Dutch (41 female, students from the Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands), and 68 native speakers of German (55 female, students from the Westfälische-Wilhelms-Universität Mü nster, Germany). All participants signed informed consent forms and were paid for their participation. Each participant was assigned to one of the experimental conditions, resulting in the following design: (c) Procedure The paradigm included the training block (48 sequences), the violation block, (30 sequences), the recovery block (48 sequences) and, finally, the violation block for the beep task (30 sequences). Participants were seated in a sound-proof booth in front of a computer screen. A target syllable was presented through headphones, and simultaneously a target and a foil were presented on the computer screen in a vertical column format (figure 4), using the presentation experiment control program (www.neurobs.com). Participants were instructed to click as fast as possible on the syllable that they just had heard through headphones, using the computer mouse. For the beep task, they were told that when they heard a beep, they had to click on the syllable they thought was replaced by the beep. For all violations, the correct syllable was always displayed as an option in the response pair. The positions of all syllables (i.e. in the upper or lower box) were counter-balanced, such that the structure could not be learned from the position within the response pair. See figure 4 for an example of a training sequence, a violating sequence and a beep sequence. Participants were not informed about the patterns underlying the sequences.
Between each sequence, there was an interval of 500 ms. The whole experiment lasted about 35 min. B-elements were taken into account. These Belements are referred to by their first, middle and last positions in the string. Two mixed ANOVAs were performed: one for three-dependency sequences, with block (1,2,3) and position (first, middle, last) as within-subjects factors, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors; and one ANOVA for two-dependency sequences, with only two levels of position (first, last). For the beep task, only those sequences that included a beep (i.e. excluding the recovery block) were analysed, with the number of errors as the dependent variable. This resulted in a mixed ANOVA with position (first, middle, last) as within-subjects factor, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors in the case of three dependencies, and, again, with only two levels (first, last) of the factor position in the case of two dependencies.
RESULTS (a) Three-dependency sequences: reaction times
The mixed ANOVA with block (1,2,3) and position (first, middle, last) as within-subjects factors, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors, with reaction times as dependent variable, revealed a significant main effect of block (F 2,128 ¼ 14.51, p , 0.001), and a significant main effect of position (F 2,128 ¼ 8.50, p , 0.01). Furthermore, significant interactions were observed for position Â block (F 4,256 ¼ 6.39, p , 0.001), position Â structure (F 2,128 ¼ 19.14, p , 0.001), and position Â block Â structure (F 4,256 ¼ 26.38, p , 0.001). Figure 5a illustrates these interactions, showing that the reaction times for the middle position in nested sequences were not affected by the violations (as was also the case for the missingverb effect discussed in §1). This was different for crossed dependency sequences, where reaction times at all positions increased in the violation block. This was supported by a separate analysis on the violation block only. Here, post-hoc paired t-tests showed that the middle position differed significantly from the first and last positions, irrespective of native language, for the nested sequences only (p , 0.001 for both first versus middle and last versus middle, Bonferroni-corrected with a ¼ 0.0125). As for the between-subjects factor, a significant main effect of language (F 1,64 ¼ 8.18, p , 0.01) was observed. This was caused by overall faster reaction times of the German compared with the Dutch participants (average 671.80 ms for Dutch participants, and 620.26 ms for German participants), and did not interact with the factors block, position and structure.
The earlier-mentioned analysis included all correct responses elicited by all training and violation trials per sequence position; thus, violations at a specific position could have affected responses in the subsequent positions in that trial. We ran a second analysis on only those responses elicited by the specific violated position, while eliminating the responses at the other positions in that specific sequence. This resulted in a main effect of position ( (b) Three-dependency sequences: beep task The above analysis took reaction times as a dependent variable. The second task of our experiment was the beep task, where participants had to choose the syllable that they thought was replaced by the beep. Here, the number of errors is the dependent variable. We expected the pattern of results to reflect the above pattern of reaction times: for nested-dependency sequences, errors should be more frequent on the middle position than on the other positions, as participants will tend to neglect this position and instead opt for the alternative syllable (which was the syllable that would come at the last position). A mixed ANOVA with position (first, middle, last) as within-subjects factor, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors revealed main effects of position (F 2,128 ¼ 23.03, p , 0.001) and structure (F 1,64 ¼ 25.28, p , 0.001) , and a significant interaction between these two (F 2,128 ¼ 8.92, p , 0.001), indicating that for nested structures, the error pattern was indeed, as we had expected, based on the reaction time data: most errors were elicited by beeps on the middle position, which significantly differed from the error rate on the last and first elements (c) Two-dependency sequences: reaction times After removing one outlier (more than three times s.d. (95.62 ms) with an average reaction time of 899 ms), the mixed ANOVA with block (1,2,3) and position (first, last) as within-subjects factors, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors revealed a main effect of block (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, F 2,128 ¼ 44.38, p , 0.001). Furthermore, a significant position Â block interaction (F 2,128 ¼ 14.73, p , 0.001) was found (figure 7a). As for the between-subjects effects, Processing non-adjacent dependencies M. H. de Vries et al. 2071 a main effect of language was observed (F 1,64 ¼ 23.20, p , 0.01), again due to the significantly faster overall reaction times of the German (mean 544.75 ms) compared with the Dutch participants (mean 627.69 ms). A significant interaction was found for structure Â language (F 1,64 ¼ 9.14, p , 0.01), explained by faster overall responses to the nested structure compared with the crossed structure by the German participants but not by the Dutch (figure 7b).
As for the three-dependency structures, we additionally ran an analysis with only those responses elicited by the specific violated sequence positions in the violation trials. This resulted in a main effect of position (F 1,64 ¼ 4.86, p , 0.05), a main effect of block (F 2,128 ¼ 43.50, p , 0.001) , an interaction between position and block (F 2,128 ¼ 19.16, p , 0.001), a main effect of structure (F 1,64 ) ¼ 6.61, p , 0.05), a main effect of language (F 1,64 ¼ 21.8. p , 0.001) and an interaction between language and structure F 1,64 ¼ 8.14, p , 0.01. This again indicates that Germans respond faster to nested than to crossed structures, relative to Dutch participants.
(d) Two-dependency sequences: beep task A mixed ANOVA with position (first, last) as withinsubjects factor, and structure (nested, crossed) and language (German, Dutch) as between-subjects factors revealed a main effect of position with F 165 ¼ 116.26, p , 0.001, and a significant interaction between position and structure F figure 8 ).
DISCUSSION
In §1, we proposed two possible sources of processing difficulty for different types of non-adjacent dependency structures, namely (i) memory load due to the inherent complexity of the structure and (ii) processing experience. We discuss our findings in light of this proposal.
(a) Inherent complexity of nested and crossed dependencies The results clearly show that, in accord with our prediction, the missing-verb-effect analogue is specific to nested dependencies. Both reaction times and error rate in the beep task showed that this is absent in crossed dependencies, even in situations where three dependencies have to be resolved: the second reaction time analysis showed a rather opposite result with the slowest responses elicited by the middle position. This is the case for both reaction times and error rate in the beep task. The general tendency was that responses at the middle position in three-dependency nested structures were insensitive to the violation trials-the predicted 'missing-verb' position, resulting in a continuing decrease in reaction times from block 1 to block 3, as well as an error rate significantly higher than chance for this position. Reaction times for the first and last positions slowed down in the violation block, which is typical for SRT tasks. The insensitivity to violation trials at the middle position can be seen as analogous to the missing-verb effect in natural-language situations, and thus underscores the appropriateness of sequence-learning tasks for investigating natural-language processing. The same holds for the beep task: when completing the sequence A 1 A 2 A 3 B 1 , with B 1 followed by a beep, participants opted for B 3 instead of B 2 . Interestingly, this was true for nested, but not for crossed dependencies. As argued in §1, this may indicate that crossed sequences tax memory less than nested sequences, such that crossed sequences suffer less from memory saturation (a key factor in the missing-verb effect) than nested sequences. Again, this is supported both by reaction time patterns and the error rates in the beep task.
The results also supported our prediction that no differences between nested and crossed dependency structures would emerge when only two non-adjacent dependencies had to be learned. For the structures involving two non-adjacent dependencies, no effects of structure type, or of place of violation, were found on reaction time. That is, violations at all positions caused a slowing down in the reaction times, for both nested and crossed dependencies, and irrespective of the participants' native language. In the beep task, error rates at all positions were lower than would be expected by chance, suggesting that crossed structures, whether involving two or three dependencies, still lie within the limits of sequence processing. This is not the case for nested structures: whereas two nested dependencies are still within our processing limits, three nested dependencies appear to be beyond what we can process, which is also predicted by SPLT [25] . This supports our hypothesis that the ordering of dependencies (i.e. nested or crossed) becomes relevant only when the number of dependencies exceeds two [2] . As discussed in §1, this is in line with the natural-language data from Bach et al. [5] , and the modelling data from Christiansen & MacDonald [12] . Moreover, analyses of natural-language corpora by Karlsson [55] further underscore our sequentiallearning findings: he found greater occurrence of two nested dependencies compared with three, which are very rare in spoken language, and argues that 'only one cycle of centre-embedding is in really productive use' (p. 24). Unfortunately, corpus analyses determining the frequency of crossed-dependency structures are scarce, though it has been observed that copying operations (relevant for crossed dependencies) are much more common in natural language than mirror operations (relevant for nested dependencies) [56] .
To summarize, our findings fit nicely with the suggested complexity levels shown in figure 4 , and support the prediction of De Vries et al. [2] that two decisive factors add to processing complexity: (i) the number of non-adjacent dependencies to be resolved and (ii) if this number exceeds two, then the ordering of non-adjacent dependencies becomes important, such that crossed are easier than nested dependencies.
(b) Processing differences due to prior linguistic experience Our prediction that German participants would not be sensitive to the missing-verb effect analogue was not borne out by our findings; instead, both speakers of Dutch and German exhibited this effect. One possible explanation for this finding may be that we did not use natural-language materials, such as real words, but used non-sense syllables. By adding semantics to a structure, establishing non-adjacent dependencies is easier, as additional information about the underlying structure is revealed. Furthermore, when using natural-language material, the learner may be more likely to engage the statistical regularities used in real-life language processing.
Interestingly though, some differences between native Dutch and German speakers did emerge. First, we observed that German participants were overall faster than Dutch participants. We believe that this is an uninteresting main effect owing to our use of different populations and thus has no real theoretical implications. Importantly, this population difference has no effect on the experimental manipulations. A more interesting difference between Dutch and German participants emerged when two nested dependencies had to be resolved: Germans exhibited overall faster responses to nested compared with crossed dependencies, whereas Dutch participants did not differ between the two. Possibly this difference reflects prior linguistic experience with nested structures for the Germans. Given that two nested dependencies are much more frequent and naturallanguage-like than three nested dependencies (see Karlsson [55] for an extensive review), it may be again an indication that the closer the used materials are to natural language, the better one is able to replicate natural-language data. Our results, however, show that sequence-learning tasks nonetheless can provide a useful way of testing the limits of human sequence learning and thus, by extension, of natural-language processing.
To summarize, our findings of effects related to prior linguistic experience are relatively weak. As we have argued, this may be due to the materials not resembling natural-language elements. A very fruitful line for future research therefore is to investigate how we can fine-tune sequence-learning paradigms such that their sensitivity to capture specific natural-language phenomena can be improved. As a follow-up study, we would suggest using noun-verb pairs instead of syllables as stimuli, to investigate if prior language experience would affect the results in a situation that comes closer to a natural-language situation.
(c) Conclusion Our results support the hypothesis that there are two sources of processing complexity, namely the memory resources required by the particular sequence structure and, to a lesser extent, processing experience. As for the former, the results show that the processing benefit of crossed dependencies is only prevalent in situations where there are more than two non-adjacent dependencies to be resolved [2] . Indeed, an analogue of the missing-verb effect was observed in our sequencelearning task, but only for nested, not for crossed dependencies. We suggest that these results illustrate the upper limits of both human sequence learning and natural-language processing.
